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Approach
Properly defining the critical group(s) is essential

A single definition for critical groups is not adequate
Differences in regulatory guidance
Fundamental differences in future biospheres
Differences in preferred modeling approaches

This report will be more than a compilation of
current practices

BIOMOVS-II can provide guidance on choosing the
correct" approach(es) to critical groups for a

given application
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MAIN THEME: Regulations and
implementation must all be consistent

Regulatory philosophy

Specific regulatory guidance:
Critical groups;
Approaches to biosphere definition and modeling

Application of critical groups
How large? How homogeneous?
How conservative?
What level of detail?

FEPs and modeling approach
Do the FEPs and models support the pathways important

critical group?
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Regulatory philosophy: Options
"Cautious" (Conservative):

Radioactive waste disposal is an involuntary risk from a man-made
source for which future generations will derive no benefit.

Furthermore, it is radioactivity and society dreads all things
radioactive.

Consequently, regulators feel justified to make much more stringent
regulations regarding HLW disposal than for other activities
involving health risk.

Conclusion: make sure nobody will ever receive anything more than
a tiny dose/health risk from HLW disposal.

Examples:
US Environmental Protection Agency: 40CFR191 ("maximally

exposed individual" should get less than 0.04 mSv/yr)
ICRP 26 ("representative of individuals ... who ... would receive the

highest dose")
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Regulatory philosophy options (continued)
"Equitable":

HLW disposal constitutes a health risk to present and future
generations, just like innumerable other risks society broadly
tolerates (i.e., takes no extraordinary measures to avoid or
reduce).

Therefore, regulate it to the same level as other 'tolerable' risks.

In addition, the levels of tolerable' risk are based on a society-wide
averages, rather than on specific usually ill-defined, higher risk
subgroups."

Examples:

Those using health risk limits close to "tolerable" levels (- 10 to 105
per year): ICRP, US NAS, NRPB, others.

NRPB's "reference communities" language.
RWMAC/ACNSI "Tolerability of Risk"
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Why are the 10 to health risk limits tolerable ?

They are based on "accepted risk levels. Examples:
Risk (average for entire US population) Annual risk per million persons

Motor vehicle accidents 240

Home accidents 110

Motor vehicle pedestrian collisions 42
Firearms 10

Poisonings (not drugs/medications) 6.0
Electrocution 5.3 ( 106 to 10-5/yr range)

Tornadoes 0.6

Lightning 0.5

FDA food additive regulatory "floor" I

EPA general risk limit range2 1-1000

{Adapted from Wilson, R. and Crouch, E., Risk/Benefit Analysis. Cambridge: Ballinger, 1982.
2Statement by William K. Reilly, US EPA Administrator on Environmental Tobacco Smoke. Jan. 7, 1992.

"Merely for comparison. EPA generally sets its standards or regulations so that risks are below I -in- 1,000 to 1-in-

1,000.000."
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Basis for "equitable" philosophy (continued)

Risks for subsets of the population can be higher
Annual risk of death by tornado (US average): 0.6 per million
Annual risk of death by tornado (Midwest average): 2.2 per million

What if "critical group" who is "most at risk" is only a
few tens of people?
Tornadoes: Midwestern people in mobile homes at the top of exposed

hills located in a "tornado alley"?
Risk for this hypothetical critical group probably much higher than even

per year.
Society "accepts" this (i.e., won't take extraordinary measures to reduce

risk to these mobile home dwellers)

3 Adapted from Wilson, R. and Crouch, E., Risk/Benefit Analysis. Cambridge: Ballinger, 1982.
4 Adapted from Dinman, G. D. The Reality and Acceptance of Risk," Journal of the American Medical
Association. Vol. 244(11), 1126-1128, 1980.
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Basis for "equitable" philosophy (continued)

Conclusion: A truly "equitable" philosophy is based
on what society "broadly tolerates" for all kinds
of risks.
1O6 to 10-5 per year health risk range.
Averaged over a very large group.
Large, within-group heterogeneity in risk/exposure is accepted.

Problem: Many regulations and guidance apply
"equitable" health risk limits in a "cautious"
manner.
This approach is inconsistent.
Inevitably leads to confusion in interpretation and enforcement.
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Regulatory implementation (continued)

Most regulators try for something between "cautious and
"equitable"
Standards frequently set in the 10-6 to 10-5 per year range.
"Critical group": those "most exposed" (i.e., fairly small).
Critical group should be relatively homogeneous.

But are these 'in-between' approaches self-consistent?

This report will try to identify the inconsistencies and
approaches to dealing with them.
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Regulatory implementation (continued)

Report will:
Survey existing guidance and regulations and the basis for

them.
Characterize the levels of conservatism used in the guidance or

regulations.
Identify conflicting levels of conservatism within the same

document (i.e., are they being self-consistent?).
Identify what is missing from the regulations/guidance to make

implementation possible.
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BIOMOVS-ll recommendations on a self-
consistent regulatory/guidance philosophy:

"Cautious" philosophy should employ:
- a deterministic approach (e.g., specific dose limits rather than health risk limits or

guidance; "bounding" calculations)
- use a single, "maximally exposed" individual
- upper limits on all biosphere and human characteristics

"Equitable" philosophy should employ:
- a probabilistic approach (health risk criteria, not dose rate limits)
- risk comparison to a risk goal. Implementor provides illustrations
- use individual characteristics representative of a larger population
- use averages or "best estimates" of all biosphere and human characteristics
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Implementation of critical group guidance or
regulations

Survey current approaches to implementation

Identify where approaches are consistent and
inconsistent

Identify areas where the implementor:
- has insufficient guidance
- is "extreme" in the interpretation

FEPs that are used in conjunction with the critical
group definition
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Summary of general approaches to
implementation

Critical group size
approaches to determining it

Relevant critical group characteristics (use today's
habits, or something else?)
eating habits
age differences
"susceptibility" differences

Common features requiring major user
interpretation
Geosphere/biosphere interface (point or area release?)
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BIOMOVS-II recommendations on
approaches to implementation

Must be consistent with regulatory guidance and
philosophy
Increases the likelihood the regulator will accept the implementation

approach
Smoothes the way for public acceptance

In the face of uncertainty, alternate critical group
definitions may be necessary (assuming they are
all consistent with the regulations)

Biosphere FEPs must support the critical group
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CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS:

A wide range in regulatory philosophies gives rise to
a wide range of approaches to critical groups.

However, given a specific regulatory approach, the
choice of consistent critical group approaches is
more limited.
Examples, not an all-inclusive list, will be given.

Identify generic areas where apparently
"consistent" interpretations yield wildly
different and incomparable results.
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Report Schedule
Draft of final version will be completed by Spring

1996

Final report issued October 1996.
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BIOMOVS-II Reference Biospheres Working Group
"Critical Groups" Report Outline

1. INTRODUCTION
- BIOMOVS Reference Biosphere's interest in critical groups
- Critical group definition must be properly linked to regulations and the
regulatory philosophy
- The members of the Reference Biospheres Working Group have lots of
experience with critical groups
- Purpose:

1) investigate different regulatory/guidance approaches to public health
protection, and identify (generally, if necessary) regulatory/guidance
approaches to critical group definitions that are consistent with the
regulatory philosophy (get into how much or little detail there is on
critical group definition within regulations or regulatory guidance).
2) investigate different approaches to implementing the
regulations/guidance on critical groups. What's doable? What is left for
interpretation? Problems in defining critical groups and how to overcome
them.
3) make recommendations on approaches to regulations and their
interpretation that are consistent with the overall regulatory philosophy.

II. REGULATORY PHILOSOPHY AFFECTING THE CHOICE OF CRITICAL GROUPS

Introduction on prescriptive and non-prescriptive approaches, followed by
"illustrative" range of possibilities, but with example text taken from real
regulations/guidance. Ends of the potential regulatory philosophy spectrum:

A. "Cautious": Disposal constitutes an involuntary risk from a man made source
for which future generations will derive no benefit. Fear and distrust of anything
to do with radiation lead to very strict regulation, i.e., beyond that associated
with other risks. Therefore, strict regulatory risk limits (not guidance) are in
order. The implementor must make quantitative predictions, not illustrations, so
well documented, conservative calculations are required (rather than best
estimate projections and heavy reliance on expert judgment).

B. 'Equitable": Disposal constitutes a health risk to present and future
generations just like many other risks society broadly tolerates. Levels of risk on
the order of that broadly tolerated are appropriate for regulatory guidance. In
addition, the levels of broadly tolerable risk are generally calculated on a society
wide basis, rather than on specific considerations of usually ill-defined, higher
risk subgroups. Therefore, risk guidance based on risk levels broadly tolerated
by society should be the form of the regulation. The regulator requires a risk
comparison to a risk goal". The implementor provides "illustrations". Critical



group sizes may be large and heterogeneous in risk. Probabilistic approaches to
analysis using best estimates partially derived from expert judgment are
appropriate.

III. SURVEY OF GUIDANCE AND REGULATIONS

A. A dispassionate survey devoid of any form of editorialization (perhaps some).
B. Identify common themes.
C. Identify consistent and inconsistent approaches found in the common themes.
If it doesn't work on the purely generic level, then we will have to be specific.

IV. SURVEY OF IMPLEMENTATION

A. Dispassionate survey
B. Common themes
C. Compare to guidance/regulatory themes. This may not work at all on the
generic level, but we should try before getting too specific.

V. CONCLUSIONS

- "equitable" approach is not generally recognized, but is viable
- consistency makes an approach hang together an be more defensible to public

not much TECHNICAL basis for the level of detail on groups
- regulator may be able to mix and match philosophies, but the implementor
can't. Mixed philosophies will be difficult to properly implement without a
tremendous amount of detailed guidance from the regulator.
- subjective decision on both the period of institutional control, and when one
switches to a lower level of critical group detail. We recommend that studies of

the sensitivity of the final analysis to the level of detail assumed in the critical
groups definitions should be performed.

when guidance is unclear (as it usually IS) it is necessary for the regulator and
implementor to work closely together throughout the process



Biosphere FEP List
Development
Specific to Yucca Mountain

A summary of work performed by BIOMOVS II and INTERA Environmental Division

John Kessler
Manager, Spent Fuel and HLW Disposal Program
Electric Power Research Institute

presented to NRC/EPA, 13 November 1995



Outline
Importance of biosphere FEPs and the FEP-making

process

International FEP lists (including BIOMOVS)

The RES matrix approach

Intera work on a Yucca Mountain-specific FEP list
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Importance of biosphere FEPs
Biosphere is the new link required to assess doses

Release portion of 40CFR 191 circumvented the need for biosphere
considerations

Biosphere FEPs: Features, Events, and Processes of
the biosphere
- within the Yucca Mountain vicinity
- from farther afield that affect the Yucca Mountain vicinity
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Importance of the FEP-making process:
FEPs need to be systematically identified

Important to be able to understand the relationships
between FEPs

Important to the regulator to show what has been
included

If done intelligently, one can use a FEP list to
- list the FEPs
- show the linkages between related FEPs
- document the choices of the FEPs that have been included (and

excluded)
- document the models and parameter values chosen
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EPRI's interest in FEP lists
Lots of international FEP lists out there

Is one "better" than another?
Are they robust enough to include ALL features important to

YUCCA MOUNTAIN?

Many different ways of presenting the FEPs and
their relationships
Looking for an approach that:
- can make Yucca Mountain-specific FEPs

- is reasonably simple to understand
- documents the decisions made that generated the FEP list
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International FEP lists for deep,
geologic disposal (not all-inclusive)

BIOMOVS (Biosphere Modeling Validation Studies)
"I" group
Ad hoc approach just write them down and organize them)
List more appropriate for European continental settings

Sweden (outgrowth of SKB's SITE 94 work)
Event tree analysis
Influence diagrams
RES ("Rock Engineering Systems") Methodology

United Kingdom (Nirex)
"Fanfare": a hierarchical/relational data base approach
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International FEP lists (continued)
Joint French/Spanish effort (MICE Project)

Geared toward climate evolution studies
FEPs included that may be more like Yucca Mountain climates

PAAG (Performance Assessment Advisory Group)
International FEP list

BIOMOVS II
"International" FEP list, but focusing on details similar to conditions

in Switzerland
Initial effort: ad hoc effort; FEPs organized by category; some

linakges identified
More recently, adopted the RES matrix approach
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The RES Matrix Approach
Leading Diagonal Elements (LDEs): main features

of the system to be modeled
Source term (assumed to come from the "geosphere" and is located at

the "geosphere/biosphere interface")
Aquifer
Surface Water
Sediments
Variably Saturated Zone (includes deep soil)
Surface Soil
Atmosphere
Flora
Fauna
Human Activities
Dose to Critical Group
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The RES Matrix Approach (continued)
Off Diagonal Elements (ODEs): interactions

between the LDEs
most of the FEPs lie in the ODEs

Size of matrix is somewhat subjective
generally limited to about 13X 13 to make all the ODE interactions

manageable
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The RES Matrix Approach (continued):
Description of the LDEs

Source term
Flux of radionuclides from the geosphere into the biosphere
Assumed abstracted from a deep well

Aquifer (or Permanent Saturated Zone)
Unconfined aquifer immediately beneath the unsaturated zone)

Not a big player for Yucca Mountain biosphere

Surface Water
Rivers, streams, canals, ditches, lakes, reservoirs, and lagoons
May be relevant for Yucca Mountain if surface ponds and ditches

assumed

Sediment
Bed sediments (perhaps only marginally applicable at YM)
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The RES Matrix Approach: Description of
the LDEs (continued)

Variably Saturated Zone
Deep soil generally below the root zone
All the way down to the saturated zone

Surface Soil
Root zone soil
Lots of biological activity in this zone including crop growth

Includes solid soil, soil water and gases

Flora
All plants, fungi, crops, and crop products (e.g., cotton clothing,

wood for furniture and housing materials)

Fauna
All animals (water and land). Includes animals eating animals.
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The RES Matrix Approach: Description of
the LDEs (continued)

Human Activities
All relevant activities in the vicinity of the release to the environment

including modifications to the environment:
- agricultural practices
- building practices (excavation, use of soils for building, etc.)

- hunting and fishing
- water usage
- more.............

Dose to Critical Group
Radiation exposure pathways for the critical group (linked by ODES)
Partially defined by the assessment context
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Figure 1. Inland Groundwater Release Source Term Taken from
11 1995

BIOSPHERE MATRIX: DESCRIPTION AND QUESTIONNARIE
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Intera work (in progress) on Yucca
Mountain-specific biosphere FEPs

Performed by Intera Environment Division (UK) for
EPRI.

Authors: Graham Smith (lead), Barbara Watkins,
Richard Little

Purpose:
Adapt the RES matrix developed by BIOMOVS II to make it Yucca

Mountain-specific
Provide a few examples of how to "bottom out" the FEPs using the

RES software developed by CIEMAT (for BIOMOVS II)
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Intera work-in-progress on YM-
specific FEP list

Review LDEs and ODEs for appropriateness

Choose a few ODE components to "bottom out"

Examples (completely arbitrary - illustrative only):
Ingestion of Np-237 in winter wheat (ODE 10.1 1 and 8.1 1)

Literature search
Document choice of gut transfer model and parameters (why

one model? why not another model or set of data?)
Methods of growing and harvesting winter wheat (ODE 10.8)
Root/soil uptake of Np-237 in winter wheat (ODE 6.8)
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Preliminary conclusion
RES matrix approach to biosphere FEP generation

for Yucca Mountain looks promising
Relative visual clarity in presenting FEPs and the relationship

between FEPs
Flexibility in being able to alter matrix, if deemed necessary
Associated RES software (developed by CIEMAT) allows

documentation of FEP choices
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4OCFR191, NAS, and
HR 1020 "Standards"
A Preliminary Comparison of Potential Regulatory
Standards for Yucca Mountain

John Kessler
Manager, Spent Fuel and HLW Disposal Program
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)

Presented to the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, 17 October 1995



Outline
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)

involvement with the "Standards"

EPRI's TSPA code, IMARC

Preliminary comparison of the "Standards"
Basic "Standard" form (release rate; dose rate; health risk)
10,000 year versus peak dose or health risk sensitivities
"Critical groups"
"Moving the fence post"

Preliminary conclusions
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EPRI involvement
EPRI conducts research for US nuclear utilities

US utility view: The "Standard" must
- protect the health of present and future generations
- be licensable (i.e., not ask for more than science can deliver)

EPRI actively participated in the NAS TYMS
Committee public meetings
- analysis of 40CFR 191
- analysis of alternate Standards
- recommended a Standard

Assessment of NAS recommendations, HR1020
underway
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EPRI's primary assessment tool
TSPA code, IMARC

Developed by Risk Engineering and a small team of
experts

Event tree approach

Recent additions:
Extend to 1,000,000 years
Time-varying infiltration rate (pluvials)
Hydrology model: 3-D in saturated zone, 1-D in unsaturated zone;

fracture/matrix coupling; dispersion; daughter ingrowth
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EVENT TREE BRANCHES USED IN THE
PRELIMINARY ANALYSES (IMARC PHASE 3)

1. Infiltration/Climate

2. Water Table Rise Due Infiltration
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Preliminary comparison of the
"Standards"

Basic "Standard" form (release rate vs. dose rate or
health risk)

10,000 year versus peak dose or health risk

"Critical Groups"

"Moving the fence post"
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Parameter sensitivity release rate
vs dose/health risk criteria

Saturated zone flow velocity
Higher velocity increases "release" past boundary
Higher velocity can cause more dilution - so reduces dose
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EXPECTED ANNUAL DOSE VS TIME FOR INDIVIDUAL NUCLIDES



Time period of Standard can significantly
impact the waste isolation strategy

years - transient period. Important factors:
Hydrothermal behavior
Container corrosion resistance
Number of leaking containers
Matrix alteration/dissolution rate
Fast flow paths
Longitudinal dispersion
Saturated zone dilution
Biosphere components
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Time period of Standard can significantly impact the
waste isolation strategy (continued)

~105 years and
risk period.

beyond - peak dose or health
Important factors:

Saturated zone dilution
Biosphere components
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TOTAL EXPECTED ANNUAL DOSE VS. TIME
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TOTAL EXPECTED ANNUAL DOSE VS. TIME
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Comparison of health risk limits
NAS

Suggested annual individual risk limits of 10-6 to 105
Risk to an average member of a "critical group"

HR1020
100 mrem/yr equals an annual individual risk limit of 5x10-5

Risk to an average individual in the local population

40CFR191 (based on 1,000 deaths in 10,000 years)
Annual, population-averaged individual risk limits of:

10-10 for C-14 (world population of 10 billion assumed)
10-5 if 10,000 people (drinking water only)

< 10-3 If 100 people (agricultural - groundwater source)
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Critical Groups - NAS approaches
1. Probabilistic critical group

- a group that is at greatest risk
- should be small in number (less than a few tens)
- homogeneous in risk (within a factor of 10 or less) w.r.t. "diet and

other aspects of behavior"
- "Risks can be homogeneous even when outcomes are quite diverse"
- compare Standard to the mean of the critical group

2. Subsistence farmer critical group
- assumed to represent maximally exposed individual
- must assume individual is at the worst place all of the time
- can be adjusted for realistic well locations and water withdrawal

rates
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Critical Groups (continued)
40CFR191

Population-based approach neglects risk heterogeneity
Therefore, no special protection of those at greatest risk (beyond 1,000

years)

HR1020
Average individual in the local population

- spatially averaged population distribution
- average of distributions in consumption rates
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Explore the basis for a limit between
to 1 05 per year

Involuntary risks or risk limits (annual individual average)

Source

Being struck by a crashing airplane

Extra fatal cancer risk living in Denver2

US FDA food additive regulatory risk "floor" 3

US EPA general risk limit range4

Risk

Harvard Center of Risk Analysis. 1992 Annual Report pg. 3
(relative to living in New York) Wilson. R.. 1980. Risk/Benefit Analysis for Toxic Chemicals, Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety Vol. 4. pg. 370-383.
Wilson and Crouch. Science. Vol. 236. pg. 293. 1987.
Statement by William K. Reilly US EPA Administrator on Environmental Tobacco Smoke Jan. 7, 1992. Merely for comparison. EPA generally sets it

standards or regulations so that risks are below 1 -in- 1000 to 1-in- I million
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Health risk limit "critical group" link
conclusions

Involuntary health risks of 10 to 10-5 are broadly
tolerated by society

Group sizes are often orders of magnitude larger
than a few tens of individuals

Risk heterogeneity within existing "critical groups"
can be large
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Implications for "critical groups" at
Yucca Mountain:

Applying a 10-6/yr limit to a maximally exposed
individual is inconsistent and very conserative

A 10 5/yr limit to an average individual in the local
population (HR1020 approach) is still
conservative
- present and future local Yucca Mountain populations probably

much smaller than Denver (or populations near airports)

US FDA's risk "floor" of 10 /yr implies
- averaging of food consumption habits over a large population is

acceptable
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Illustration of the "average individual"
concept

EPRI first proposed this approach to the NAS5

"Statistical" components (i.e., based on present day
behavioral distributions)
Water and food consumption
Agricultural/urban mix
Agricultural practices

Probabilistic components
Water source (local or distant)
Well depth (base on known hydrogeologic properties)
Well location (can assume random placement)
Contamination detection and remediation

5 tPRI TR104012. A Proposed Public Health and Safety Standard for Yucca Mountain". Electric Power Research Institute. Palo Alto CA. December 1994.
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SENSITIVITY TO POPULATION
FOR AN AVERAGE PERSON IN THE CRITICAL POPULATION
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The "fence post Downstream position
assumed for licensing calculations

NAS: Edge of the repository footprint

40CFR191: 5 km from edge of repository

HR1020: edge of the withdrawn land
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TOTAL EXPECTED ANNUAL DOSE VS. TIME
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Conclusions
Both NAS recommendations and HR1020 are a

significant improvement over 40CFR191
They both directly regulate health effects (i.e., they are dose- or

health risk-based)
Their limits are based on broadly tolerable individual risk values

Individual risk limits and "critical groups" should
be consistent
Annual individual risk range of 10 to 105 is broadly tolerable
Inconsistent approach if applied to a maximally exposed individual
Most consistent if applied to average individual in the local

population
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Conclusions (continued)
Time of regulatory cutoff affects the amount of

work to be done
Many parameters/processes are important if regulations set at

-10,000 years only
Fewer affect peak doses or health risks

Location of "fence post" not very critical
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